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Abstract— In this paper we apply three different independent
component analysis (ICA) methods, including spatial ICA (sICA),
temporal ICA (tICA), and spatiotemporal ICA (stICA), to gene
expression time series data and compare their performance in
clustering genes and in finding biologically meaningful modes.
Only spatial ICA was applied to gene expression data [3], [4].
However, in the case of yeast cell cycle-related gene expression
time series data, our comparative study reveals that tICA
outperforms sICA and stICA in the task of gene clustering and
stICA finds linear modes that best match the cell cycle.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Microarray technology allows us to measure expression
levels of thousands of genes simultaneously, producing gene
expression profiles generated by gene interactions. For example, gene expression data analysis is useful in discriminating
cancer tissues from healthy ones or in revealing biological
functions of certain genes. Successive microarray experiments
over time, produces gene expression time series data. Main
issues in these experiments (over time), are to detect cellular
processes underlying regulatory effects, to infer regulatory
networks, and ultimately to match genes with associated
biological functions.
Linear model-based methods explicitly describe expression
levels of genes as linear functions of common hidden variables
which are expected to be related to distinct biological causes
of variations such as regulators of gene expression, cellular
functions, or responses to experimental treatments. Such linear
model-based methods include singular value decomposition
(SVD), principal component analysis (PCA), independent
component analysis (ICA), Bayes decomposition, and the
plaid model. Standard clustering methods (such as k-means
and hierarchical clustering) assign a gene (involving various
biological functions) to one of clusters, however linear modelbased methods allow the assignment of such a gene to null,
single, or multiple clusters.
ICA is an exemplary linear model-based method that has
been widely used in a variety of applications. Given a set of
multivariate data, ICA aims at finding a linear decomposition
where statistical independence is maximized over space (sICA)
or over time (tICA). On one hand, tICA has been widely used
in the context of blind source separation (for example, acoustic
source separation, co-channel signal separation in digital communications, brain wave separation in EEG, and so on), since

a set of temporally independent time courses is sought for in
such applications. On the other hand, sICA was successfully
applied to the field of medical image analysis (for example,
fMRI and PET) where mutually independent source images
and a corresponding dual set of unconstrained time courses,
are of interest [5]. Spatiotemporal ICA (stICA) is a method
which permits a trade-off between the mutual independence of
spatial underlying variables (for example, images in fMRI) and
the mutual independence of their corresponding time courses
[8].
In the context of bioinformatics, Liebermeister [4] showed
that expression modes and their influences, extracted by sICA,
could be used to visualize the samples and genes in lowerdimensional space and a projection to expression modes could
highlight particular biological functions. In addition, sICA
was also used in gene clustering [3]. So far, only sICA has
been considered as a tool for gene expression data analysis,
because it seems to better fit in such a task. However, regarding
gene expression time series data, tICA might be more suitable
for gene clustering and temporal mode analysis, because it
tries to maximize mutual independence over time. Numerical
experimental study with several sets of yeast cell cycle-related
gene expression time series data, shows that tICA outperforms
sICA and stICA, which is an interesting result. Although sICA,
tICA, and stICA are known methods, a main contribution of
this paper, is to compare these three methods in the context of
gene expression time series data analysis, showing that tICA is
more suitable for gene clustering and stICA finds linear modes
that best match the cell cycle.
II. L INEAR M ODELS
Linear models assume that the data matrix X = [Xij ] ∈
Rm×N (where the (i, j)-element, Xij represents the expression level of the ith gene associated with the jth sample (time
point), i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , N .) is modelled as
X = SA,

(1)

where S ∈ Rm×n and A ∈ Rn×N are the encoding variable and linear mode matrix, or vice versa, depending on
constraints over time or over space.

We briefly overview of linear model-based methods including PCA, sICA, tICA, and stICA. We follow some notations
used in [8].
A. PCA
PCA is a widely-used linear dimensionality reduction technique which decomposes high-dimensional data into lowdimensional subspace components. PCA is illustrated as a
linear orthogonal transformation which captures maximal variations in data.
Suppose that the singular value decomposition (SVD) of X
is given by
X ≈ U DV  ,

Fig. 1. An illustration of finding a set of dual arrays associated with n
independent time courses, when tICA is applied to gene expression time series
data. Temporal ICA first learn a mixing matrix AT from the eigengene matrix
V , in order to compute WT = A−1
T P . Eigengenes are linearly transformed
by WT , to produce YT = V WT . Then n dual arrays AT (each row of AT
corresponds to m-dimensional array) are computed by AT = WT−1 U  .

(2)

where U ∈ Rm×n corresponds to eigenarrays, V ∈ Rn×N
is associated with eigengenes, and D is a diagonal matrix
containing singular values. In order to choose an appropriate
value of n, we use the method, PCA-L which is based on the
Laplace approximation [6].
In this paper, we use PCA for two reasons: (1) in order
to provide a comparison with ICA methods; (2) to provide a
reduced rank data set as input to ICA. Following notations in
 ≈ X as
[8], we define X



 = U DV  = U D1/2 V D1/2
 V  . (3)
X≈X
=U
B. Spatial ICA
Spatial ICA seeks a set of independent arrays SS and a
corresponding set of dual unconstrained time courses AS .
 is
It embodies the assumption that each eigenarray in U
composed of a linear combination of n independent arrays
 =
(associated with independent component patterns), i.e., U
m×n

contains a set of n independent mSS AS , where SS ∈ R
S ∈ Rn×n is an encoding variable
dimensional arrays and A
matrix (mixing matrix).
 WS where WS is a permuted version of
Define YS = U
−1

AS . That is YS = SS P where P is a generalized permutation
matrix. With this definition, the n dual time courses AS ∈
Rn×N associated with the n independent arrays, is computed
 = YS AS = U
 V  = YS W −1 V  .
by AS = WS−1 V  , since X
S
Each row vector of AS corresponds to a temporal mode.
C. Temporal ICA
Temporal ICA finds a set of independent time courses
and a corresponding set of dual unconstrained arrays (spatial
patterns). It embodies the assumption that each eigengene in V
consists of a linear combination of n independent sequences,
T , where ST ∈ RN ×n has a set of n
i.e., V = ST A
T ∈ Rn×n
independent temporal sequences of length N and A
is an associated mixing matrix.
−1 P , leads us to
Unmixing by YT = V WT where WT = A
T
recover the n dual arrays AT associated with the n indepen T , which is a
dent time courses, by calculating AT = WT−1 U
 T = YT AT = V U
 T . Fig. 1
 T = YT W −1 U
consequence of X
T
illustrates how a set of dual arrays are calculated when tICA
is applied to gene expression time series data.

D. Spatiotemporal ICA
In linear decomposition, sICA enforces independence constraints over space, to find a set of independent arrays, whereas
tICA embodies independence constraints over time, to seek a
set of independent time courses. Spatiotemporal ICA finds a
linear decomposition, by maximizing the degree of independence over space as well as over time, without necessarily
producing independence in either space or time. In fact it
allows a trade-off between the independence of arrays and
the independence of time courses.
 =U
 V  , stICA finds the following decomposition:
Given X
 = SS ΛS  ,
X
T

(4)

m×n

where SS ∈ R
contains a set of n independent mdimensional arrays, ST ∈ RN ×n has a set of n independent
temporal sequences of length N , and Λ is a diagonal scaling
matrix. There exist two n × n mixing matrices, WS and WT
 WS and ST = V WT . The following relation
such that SS = U

X
implies that

 WS Λ(V WT )
= SS ΛST = U
 WS ΛWT V  = U
 V  ,
= U

WS ΛWT

(5)

= I, which leads to

WT = (WS−1 ) (Λ−1 ) .

(6)

Linear transforms, WS and WT , are found by jointly
optimizing objective functions associated with sICA and tICA.
That is, the objective function for stICA has the form
JstICA = αJsICA + (1 − α)JtICA ,

(7)

where JsICA and JtICA could be infomax criteria or loglikelihood functions and α defines the relative weighting for
spatial independence and temporal independence. More details
on stICA can be found in [8].
III. N UMERICAL E XPERIMENTS
We applied sICA, tICA, and stICA to 3 sets of yeast cell
cycle-related data [1], [7] (see Table I). Procedures that we
took from preprocessing till statistical significance test, are
summarized below.
1) Preprocessing: The gene expression data matrix X was
preprocessed such that each element is associated with Xij =
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison of three different ICA methods (such as sICA, tICA and stICA) and PCA on (a) dataset 1 (alpha) (b) dataset 2 (cdc15)
and (c) dataset 3 (elutriation). Each point corresponds to − log10 (p − value) of a GO annotation (biological function).

TABLE I
DATASETS AND T HEIR PROPERTIES .
no

experiment

# of ORFs

# time points

# of eigenvectors

1
2
3

alpha
cdc15
elutriation

4579
5490
5981

18
24
14

6
7
4

log Rij − log Gij where Rij and Gij represent red and green
light intensity, respectively. We removed genes whose profiles
have missing values more than 10%. Then we applied the
KNNimput method [10], in order to fill in missing values. The
data matrix was centered such that each row and each column
have zero mean.
2) Dimensionality Selection: We chose the dimension n
using the PCA-L method [6] that is based on the Laplace approximation. Then SVD was applied to find the decomposition
in (3).
3) Decomposition by ICA: A conjugate gradient method

was used to find independent components for sICA, tICA,
and stICA. The initial condition for the unmixing matrix were
randomly chosen, but were identical for three ICA methods.
The hypothesized density for ICA algorithms were chosen as
a super-Gaussian distribution.
4) Gene Clustering: Column vectors of SS in sICA are
independent arrays. For each column vector, genes with strong
positive and negative values are grouped, which leads to two
clusters related to induced and repressed genes. For tICA, the
same method is applied to the row vectors of AT containing
unconstrained dual arrays.
5) Statistical Significance Test: For each cluster, we measured the enrichment with genes of known functional annotations. Using the Gene Ontology (GO) annotation databases [2],
we calculated the p-value for each cluster with every annotated
genes. The hypergeometric distribution was used to obtain the
chance probability of observing the number of genes from a
particular GO functional category within each cluster [9].

TABLE II
T HE THREE MOST SIGNIFICANT TEMPORAL MODES ON DATASET 1
( ALPHA ). T HE TEMPORAL MODES WERE CHARACTERIZED ACCORDING TO
FUNCTIONALLY RELATED CATEGORIES .
mode

Induced functions

Repressed functions

2

sexual reproduction, cell
wall, bud
cell cycle, cell proliferation,
DNA replication, response to
stress, chromosome, replication fork,
cell proliferation, cell cycle,
DNA repair, chromosome,
cell wall

protein amino acid glycosylation, nucleosome
ribosome biogenesis, rRNA
processing, nucleolus, RNA
helicase activity

3

4

V. D ISCUSSION
We have applied three different ICA methods, including
sICA, tICA, and stICA, to a problem of gene expression time
series analysis. We compared three ICA methods in the context
of gene expression time series data analysis, showing that tICA
is more suitable for gene clustering in all datasets and stICA
finds linear modes that best match the cell cycle. tICA and
stICA would be expected to reflect the specific characteristics
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Our analysis was carried out in accordance with procedures
mentioned above on the publicly available yeast cell cyclerelated data. The expression levels of genes were preprocessed
to be log-ratios Xij = log Rij − log Gij where Rij and Gij
denote red and green intensities, respectively. Then we applied
ICA algorithms (including tICA, sICA, stICA) and PCA to
the gene expression matrix X. All results were based on the
 of rank n. We computed
analysis of a reduced rank data X
n independent components and n principal components by
ICA and PCA, respectively. Each eigenarray or independent
array (or dual array) went through grouping into two clusters,
each of which contains 10% genes with significantly high or
low influences. Statistical significance for each cluster was
evaluated by computing p-values which tell us how well the
genes in a cluster match a certain functional category. Only
p-values less than 10−5 were considered. Scatter plots of the
negative logarithm of the best p-value for each cluster are
shown in Fig. 2. Among three ICA methods, tICA was the best
in all cases. In addition, ICA methods produced significantly
lower p-value than PCA did.
The ICA decomposition of the gene expression data matrix
of rank n, leads to n temporal modes (or dual time courses).
These modes were already shown to be related to cell cycle
behavior when those modes were calculated by sICA [4].
Here we calculated (dual) temporal modes by three ICA
methods. An interesting point that we found in our numerical
experiments, was that temporal modes calculated by stICA
exhibited the cell cycle behavior more clearly, compared to
other two ICA methods. Fig. 3 shows the temporal behavior
of mode 2, 3, 4 when stICA calculated 6 temporal modes. The
result is also summarized in Table II).

Mode 2

IV. R ESULTS

0
−0.1
−0.2

Time Points

Fig. 3.

Temporal modes that best match the cell cycle on dataset 1 (alpha).

of gene expression time series data. For gene clustering,
ICA methods performed well than PCA did. Consequently,
the linear temporal modes and independent arrays (spatial
patterns) will help to highlight particular biological functions
in gene expression time series data.
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